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Abstract. We investigate the stereo matching techniques for high
dynamic range (HDR) image pairs. It is an emerging topic in com-
puter vision and multimedia applications due to the availability of HDR
image capture devices. The disparity computation will eventually take
the stereo HDR input. In this work, three state-of-the-art stereo match-
ing algorithms are modified and used to test the advantages of HDR
stereo matching. By performing the HDR bit-plane slicing, it is found
that only about 16 bits per channel is required for the HDR image format.
We propose a 16-bit unsigned integer format to store the HDR image,
which allows the available stereo matching algorithms to be adopted
for disparity computation. Experiments and performance evaluation are
carried out using Middlebury stereo datasets.
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1 Introduction

Stereo matching is a core technology of many 3D related applications. In the
multimedia related field, it is commonly used for depth perception, 3D scene
reconstruction, depth-image-based rendering, 3DTV and multi-view stereoscopic
display, etc. While a large number of algorithms have been developed for stereo
correspondence computation in the past few decades [1], it is still difficult to
obtain high quality disparity maps for high dynamic range scenes. The main
reason is that most current CCD and CMOS sensors are only capable of cap-
turing 2 to 4 orders of light intensity whereas the human eyes are sensitive to
around 5 orders of magnitude simultaneously. Consequently, the conventional
stereo matching algorithms cannot be successfully performed on the captured
images due to the presence of over or under exposed regions.

High dynamic range imaging (HDRI or HDR imaging) serves to represent
a real world scene which contains a wide range of luminance change. It adopts
the floating point values to encode the large amount of information, instead of
using integers as in the conventional image formats. While the existing sensor
technology has not caught up to the demands of HDR imaging, a few studios
have managed to develop HDR cameras [2]. Their solutions are fairly expensive
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and require a long time to capture the full dynamic range of a scene. Therefore,
to generate the HDR content in a budget, methods using conventional cameras
to take multiple exposures of the same scene to create a single HDR image are
commonly adopted.

In computer vision research areas, stereo matching is considered as one of the
most challenging and unsolved problems. Since the publication on the taxonomy
of stereo algorithms by Scharstein and Szeliski [3], many researchers have partici-
pated in an on-line evaluation to compare the performance and accuracy among
different stereo matching techniques. Several image datasets with rectified stereo
pairs and ground truth disparity maps are available on the Middlebury stereo
website as standard test beds [4]. The addition of new and more complex test
image datasets provides different scenes taken under 3 illuminations and each
with 3 different exposures [5]. It greatly facilitates the stereo matching research
on the high dynamic range domain. By constructing HDR images from the given
multi-exposure image pairs, the new datasets are suitable for the development
and evaluation of HDR stereo matching algorithms.

Among the stereo matching techniques currently available, a popular method
for real-time systems is the Semi-Global Block Matching (SemiGlob) algorithm
proposed by Hirschmuller [6]. It achieves relatively good quality results while
maintaining low computational complexity. This technique is thus successfully
employed in mass production vehicles today. Hosni et al. [7] proposed a frame-
work by applying a cost volume filtering method. They have shown that the
spatially smooth labeling where the label transitions are aligned with color edges
of the image can be efficiently achieved by smoothing the label costs with a fast
edge preserving guided filter [8]. Ham et al. [9] describes a steady state match-
ing probability (SSMP) density function to represent the likelihood where the
points among the input stereo images being matched. They also focused on using
SSMP density function to achieve a probability-based rendering (PBR) method
for reconstructing an intermediate view [10]. To develop and investigate the HDR
stereo matching techniques, the above algorithms are selected and integrated in
our proposed framework.

Although there exist extensive studies on both stereo matching and HDR
related fields, not much work has been done on joining these two subjects. Among
the similar topics currently under investigation, the most close one is to produce
stereoscopic HDR images or videos for high quality 3D contents [11]. However, it
is substantially different from stereo matching on HDR images since the disparity
computation is not the critical issue. In general, the stereoscopic HDR applica-
tions take rough disparity maps and adopt DIBR (depth-image-based rendering)
technique to synthesize the stereoscopic image pairs [12]. Stereo matching on
HDR images, instead, focuses on how to derive high quality disparity maps in
terms of low bad pixel rates and low computation costs.

In recent years, several stereo matching techniques which take HDR image
pairs as input have been proposed. Lin et al. [13] present a method to generate
high dynamic range and disparity images by simultaneously capturing the high
and low exposure images using a pair of cameras. Selmanović et al. [14] propose
a technique to generate 3D stereoscopic HDR content using an HDR and LDR
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pair by stereo correspondence matching. Sun et al. [15] present an algorithm
that generates HDR images from multi-exposed LDR stereo images and use a
classic NCC (normalized cross-correlation) stereo matching method to evaluate
the results. Akhavan et al. [16] discuss the possibilities for combining state-of-
the-art stereo matching algorithms with high dynamic range imaging techniques.

In this paper, we present the stereo matching approach using HDR image
pairs. The state-of-the-art stereo matching algorithms originally created to run
on the conventional (LDR) stereo images are modified for HDR stereo match-
ing. The performance is evaluated on the HDR stereo pairs generated from the
multi-exposure images acquired from the same scene. We also adopt the bit-plane
slicing techniques originally developed for the LDR image pairs [17], and investi-
gate the feasibility for HDR stereo matching. Experiments are carried out using
Middlebury stereo datasets, and three different HDR stereo matching algorithms
are evaluated for performance comparison. The results have demonstrated the
feasibility of our approach for stereoscopic HDR applications.

2 HDR Images and Stereo Matching

To obtain the HDR images, Reinhard et al. [18] briefly describes how to generate
from multiple exposures. By treating the camera response function linearly, we
can generate HDR images from multiple LDR exposures by the following steps:

1. Read the different exposure LDR images;
2. Set thresholds to indicate the over and under-exposed pixel intensities of each

image and mark them as invalid;
3. Divide LDR images by the exposure time, bringing intensity values of LDR

images into a common domain;
4. Accumulate the pixel values that are properly exposed;
5. Normalize the accumulated array by the number of input LDR images that

provide valid pixel data for each position.

In the experiments we find setting thresholds to indicate over and under-exposed
pixels of each exposure a critical issue if we want to derive good HDR stereo
matching results. It is the key for the HDR input to outperform the original
LDR input on the stereo matching results.

Since LDR and HDR images are stored in completely different formats [19],
it causes many issues to come up when trying to modify LDR stereo matching
algorithms for use on HDR stereo image pairs. Most conventional stereo match-
ing algorithms (e.g., SSD, SAD, and SemiGlob) take grayscale image pairs as
input. The process of converting RGB images to grayscale is basically joining
information from 3 color channels - eliminating hue and saturation information
while retaining the luminance.

For HDR images we use the same equation for the conversion of luminance
values to a single two-dimensional array. Although the meaning behind applying
the same equation to LDR and HDR images is somewhat different, in the experi-
ments we find this method suitable for stereo matching applications. Some stereo
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matching algorithms in recent years take color image pairs as inputs and use the
obtained color information to calculate their matching costs (such as CostFilter
and SSMP). For these algorithms we use the color HDR stereo pairs generated
from LDR multi-exposed images as input.

While there are various formats for HDR images, we choose the RGBE
floating-point encoding format. The pixel values of HDR images are normal-
ized to a range between 0 and 1. This is critical in our research and discussion
towards HDR bit-plane slicing. We can then expand and align the whole fraction
into an n-bit consecutive memory space. The variable n is determined according
to the pixel with the smallest exponent value in the whole image. For example,
suppose there is a pixel with the smallest exponent −5 for an HDR image. To
allow all fraction bits in the image to be included, n will be (−1) · ((−5) − 23)
with 23 being the number of bits in a fraction of a single precision IEEE 754
format floating point number. This allows all fraction bits to be aligned, and
provides straightforward bit-plane slicing with fractions.

After the HDR bit-plane slicing process, we can generate bit-level quantized
HDR images. For the first bit-level quantized HDR image, all pixels only contain
the 2−1 bit position data from their original HDR image. For the second bit-level
quantized HDR image, all pixels contain 2−1 and 2−2 data bits from their orig-
inal HDR images, etc. As a general representation, the k bit-level quantization
generate the image given by

I(k) = a−1 · 2−1 + a−2 · 2−2 + · · · + a−k · 2−k (1)

3 Algorithm and Evaluation

To generate HDR stereo pairs, we use full resolution images (roughly 1300×1100
resolution) from the new stereo datasets available on the Middlebury Stereo Eval-
uation website. In the years of 2005 and 2006, the datasets provide a total of
30 different scenes. Each scene consists of multiple rectified views taken under
three different illuminations (Illum1, Illum2, Illum3) and each with three differ-
ent exposures (Exp0, Exp1, Exp2). From observation the 3 exposures of each
scene all have a consistent ±2 exposure value range, which allows us to compare
the stereo matching results of different scenes and illuminations having the same
baseline setup.

By taking multiple exposures, each image in the sequence will have different
pixels properly exposed, and other pixels under or over exposed. However, each
pixel will be properly exposed in one or more images in the sequence. Under the
assumption that the image capture device is perfectly linear, each exposure may
be brought into the same domain by dividing each pixel by the image’s exposure
time. It is therefore possible and desirable to ignore very dark and very bright
pixels in the subsequent computations. We set the pixel intensity threshold to
mark as over exposed pixels as 250. Any pixel intensity with a value above this
number is considered as over exposed and will not be used in the HDR generation
process. The under-exposure threshold is set as 5.
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After looking into many state-of-the-art stereo matching algorithms from
recent years, it is obvious that many algorithm implementations (designed origi-
nally for usage on LDR pairs) take advantage on the output-referred LDR image
format using 8 bits per color channel. Almost all implementations coded in C
store pixel information in an unsigned 8-bit integer space. This not only saves
memory usage but also takes advantage of optimized CPU SIMD (single instruc-
tion, multiple data) instructions allowing computation on multiple pixel data
simultaneously exploiting data level parallelism, and improving array processing
performance significantly. To achieve maximum optimization for data parallelism
using SIMD instruction sets, often they are hardcoded into programs, meaning
it will be a lot of work for them to run on floating point numbers, i.e., HDR
images. Another issue is due to the fact that many widely used image libraries
such as OpenCV do not support HDR image formats. If one is to perform any
kind of research on HDR images, it would be required to spend numerous hours
of coding on basic operations that are available in common LDR image libraries.

In this work, we surveyed top performing stereo matching algorithms and
found stereo methods CostFilter, SemiGlob, and SSMP suitable for modification
to achieve HDR stereo matching. We then focus on the comparison between HDR
and LDR stereo matching results. In the experiments, the original CostFilter,
SemiGlob and SSMP algorithms are used to run on the 3 exposures of each
scene. Modified versions of these three algorithms are used to run on the HDR
stereo pairs created from the 3 different exposure images. The scene ‘Midd1’
as shown in Fig. 1 is an example of the HDR stereo matching outperforming
the conventional methods using LDR exposures as input. This is due to the
fact that the over and under-exposed pixel intensity values are properly clipped
and eliminated in the HDR generation process. The middle exposure (Exp1),
which is the correct exposure indicated by the camera, has the best disparity
results among the 3 LDR exposures. The under exposure (Exp0) result is a
little worse than Exp1. This is because the under-exposed image (Exp0) have
darkened regions leaving not enough data to perform accurate stereo matching.
A similar situation happens to the over-exposed image pair. By observing the
original LDR images of Exposure 2 (Exp2), we can see that the whole image is
way too bright, which causes many details and objects disappeared in the image.

Stereo matching requires pixels to have distinct values between each other
in order to find the corresponding location of the same object in left and right
stereo pairs. If the pixels are over-exposed leaving no texture or detail for stereo
matching methods to compare, the disparity map will have a very poor quality
result, no matter how robust the algorithm is capable in the case of correctly
exposed stereo input. Although performing stereo matching on under- and over-
exposed images alone shows disappointing stereo matching results, combining all
exposures into an HDR representation can benefit from the extra image data.

Figure 2 shows the results of another experiment using ‘Wood1’ dataset. In
the image of Exposure 0 (Exp0), we can see many dark regions lacking details of
the objects in the scene. In the HDR generation process these under-exposed pix-
els are not eliminated properly, which causes less accurate HDR stereo matching
results. When generating the HDR images from multiple exposures, we use the
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Fig. 1. Scene ‘Midd1’ Illumination 2 (Illum2) LDR vs HDR results.
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Fig. 2. Scene ‘Wood1’ Single Illumination (Illum2) LDR vs HDR results. HDR3 indi-
cates created from 3 exposures. HDR2 indicates created from 2 exposures (Exp1, Exp2)
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threshold 5 to eliminate pixels that are too dark and 250 to eliminate pixels that
are too bright. These parameter settings are clearly not suitable for all scenar-
ios. If we use only Exp1 and Exp2 to generate the HDR images, then the stereo
matching results become more acceptable, as illustrated in the figure. Thus, to
get the best results from these 3 exposures, we need to find the suitable under-
and over-exposure thresholds for clipping pixel values in the HDR generation
process. If incorrectly exposed pixels in the images are not eliminated properly,
these pixel values will propagate and affect the resulting HDR image, which in
turn causes the HDR matching results worse than the correctly exposed LDR
ones. We can therefore conclude this experiment with the fact that HDR out-
performs LDR only when the intensity clipping thresholds are set properly.

All stereo matching results of the first experiment are tabulated in Table 1.
In the 5 scenes tested, HDR versions of ‘Midd1’, ‘Midd2’, and ‘Monopoly’ scenes
clearly outperform their corresponding LDR results. This is due to the fact
that from the HDR generation process, over-exposed and under-exposed pixel
intensity values are properly clipped and eliminated from the HDR generation
process. On the other hand, the scenes “Reindeer” and “Wood1” show poor
HDR stereo matching results.

Table 1. LDR vs HDR (3 exposures) stereo matching bad pixel rates.
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Table 2. The maximum number of bits required to store the pixel radiance values for
different scenes.

Scene Aloe Baby1 Cloth3 Rocks1 Rocks2 Midd1 Midd2 Monopoly Reindeer Wood1

Illum1 14 15 14 17 14 14 13 14

Illum2 14 14 14 17 14 15 14

Illum3 14 14 14 16 14
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Fig. 3. Some examples of bit-level quantized HDR stereo matching results (‘Midd -
Illum2’, ‘Wood1 - Illum2’, ‘Aloe - Illum1’, ‘Reindeer - Illum1’).

In the second part of experiment and evaluation, we apply the bit-plane slic-
ing technique to generate the bit-level quantized versions of HDR stereo images
used in the experiments. Table 2 shows a summary of the maximum required
bits to store the radiance information for a pixel in different scene images. The
numbers in the table indicate the maximum required value for the variable k
given in Eq. (1). In the ‘Aloe’ scene, for example, all 3 illumination conditions
only require 14 bits to store the radiance information. Figure 3 shows some
of the bit-level quantization stereo matching results, ‘Midd1-Illum2’, ‘Wood1-
Illum2’, ‘Aloe-Ilum1’, and ‘Reindeer-Illum1’. The x-axis indicates the value for
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Table 3. Comparison of Integer-HDR, HDR and LDR on the bad pixel rate using the
algorithm “SemiGlob”.

the variable k in Eq. (1) while the y-axis indicates the bad pixel rate (in percent-
age). It is surprised that most scenes need only 70 % of the total bits to achieve
the results of the same stereo matching quality as using the full HDR image. For
example, ‘Midd1-Illum2’ only requires 8 bits while the HDR image uses 15 bits
to store all HDR radiance values.

In the experiments we find that, although the floating point is used to store
the HDR’s pixel radiance values, all of the scenes (test images) actually need
only a maximum of 17 bits to store the data of each pixel. Furthermore, the
stereo matching results as shown in Fig. 3 use only about 10 bits at most to
achieve the same quality of disparity results as the full HDR images can pro-
vide. This brings up an interesting question - do we really need to store the HDR
image data in floating point representation formats? If we are able to store the
HDR image radiance values as the widely used LDR file formats (integers), then
the research towards HDR stereo matching could greatly benefit. Many graphics
libraries and state-of-the-art stereo matching methods are already implemented
using integers. There is no need to spend numerous efforts on coding or mod-
ifying the available stereo matching codes, but focus on enhancing the stereo
correspondence methods instead.

To validate the possibility of integer-HDR stereo matching, we convert the
HDR images to an ‘integer’ format, PNG (Portable Network Graphics), for the
last part of experiment and evaluation. PNG is a lossless compression format for
LDR bitmap images and is the most used lossless image compression format on
the internet. In PNG specification there is a ‘Truecolor’ option capable of storing
16 bits for each channel pixel. Thus, we can store all HDR radiance values in the
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PNG file format by shifting the 16 positions of the floating point to the right
and store only the resulting integer part of the number while truncating the rest
of the bits. It means that the normalized HDR images with the floating point
values in the range of 0 – 1 becomes integers with the range of 0 – 65535. We
can then read the image data from the stored ‘integer-HDR’ PNG file and apply
the conventional stereo matching algorithms.

Table 3 shows the comparison of bad pixel rates among the disparity maps
obtained using PNG-stored 16-bit HDR format (int16-HDR), floating point HDR
format and conventional LDR. It shows that the stereo matching quality of
‘int16-HDR’ is not lost too much, compared to the disparity derived from the
original HDR images. This observation is consistent with the HDR encoding
research presented by Mantiuk et al. [20]. The HDR pixel values can be repre-
sented using as few as 10 – 12 bits for luminance and 8 bits for chrominance
without introducing any visible quantization artifacts. Although the proposed
technique is mainly used for HDR video encoding, it still proves it still provides
a way to represent HDR images with less bits.

4 Conclusion

In this work, the stereo matching techniques for high dynamic range image pairs
are investigated. We address the key issues on generating HDR images suitable
for achieving high-quality disparity results. Three state-of-the-art stereo match-
ing algorithms are modified and used to test the performance of our HDR stereo
technique. From the analysis of HDR bit-plane slicing, it is found that only about
16 bits per channel are required to store HDR images. Moreover, the results show
that using 10 bits of image data can achieve the same disparity quality as the
full HDR image pair can provide. We propose a 16-bit unsigned integer format
to store the HDR image, which allows the available stereo matching algorithms
to be adopted for stereo HDR with slight modification. The experiments have
demonstrated that the HDR stereo pairs generated with proper thresholds can
provide better disparity results compared to the LDR countparts.
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